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Automatic Whiteout++: Correcting Mini-QWERTY Typing Errors Using Keystroke Timing James Clawson, Alex Rudnick, and Thad Starner College of Computing and GVU Center Georgia Institute of Technology Atlanta, GA 30332-0280 USA {jamer,alexr,thad}@cc.gatech.edu



Abstract By analyzing features of users’ typing, Automatic Whiteout++ detects and corrects up to 32.37% of the errors made by typists while using a mini–QWERTY (RIM Blackberry style) keyboard. The system targets “off-by-one” errors where the user accidentally presses a key adjacent to the one intended. Using a database of typing from longitudinal tests on two different keyboards in a variety of contexts, we show that the system generalizes well across user, user expertise, model of keyboard, and keyboard visibility conditions. Since a goal of Automatic Whiteout++ is to embed it in the firmware of mini-QWERTY keyboards, it does not rely on a dictionary. However, we examine the effect of varying levels of language context in the system’s ability to detect and correct erroneous keypresses.



1 Introduction Miniature keyboards are used extensively on mobile devices such as mobile phone handsets and personal digital assistants. The mini–QWERTY keyboard (Figure 1) is a common mobile two–handed keyboard which contains at least one key for each letter and is configured in the same manner as a desktop QWERTY keyboard. While the layout is analogous to that of desktop keyboards, mini–QWERTY keyboards contain keys that are densely packed and are usually operated by a user’s two thumbs. Often the keys are smaller than the digit used to manipulate them (the thumb) resulting in difficulty of use. The user’s digit occludes visibility of the keys introducing ambiguity as to which key was actually pressed. Furthermore, Fitts’ Law, which describes the relationship between speed of movement, target size, and accuracy (adjusted target size) [12], implies that users will type less accurately as they increase their rate of text input. Together, these effects lead to typing errors where the thumb may press multiple



Figure 1. The Dell (bottom) and Targus (top) mini– QWERTY keyboards used in both studies.



keys at once (accidently including a key either to the left or the right of the intended key) or pressing the intended key more than once. Observing that these types of errors occur often, especially at rapid typing rates, inspired us to attempt to solve this problem simply through an examination of the time it takes for a user to move between two key presses. If the time between when a user presses the previous key and the current key is shorter than should be possible with an intentional motion, the key press was probably an error. In preliminary work, we examined a set of mini– QWERTY keyboard text input data, identified that “off–by– one errors” account for the majority of the errors in the data set, and used pattern recognition techniques to automatically recognize and correct some of these errors for expert typists [4]. In this paper we



• extend the original algorithm by incorporating the correction of off-by-one substitution errors • demonstrate that the algorithm can generalize to different levels of user expertise • demonstrate that the algorithm can generalize to different models of keyboards • demonstrate that the algorithm can generalize to typists inputting text in conditions of limited feedback (such conditions approximate usage of mobile devices in the wild, where users often are forced to split their attention between interacting with a mobile device and navigating the environment). We evaluate the effect of the correction on overall keystroke accuracy and discuss how our algorithm can be employed to improve mobile text input on mini–QWERTY keyboards with the goal of correcting errors before their are noticed by the user.



2 Related Work Though there has been little work published on mini– QWERTY keyboards [1, 2, 3], there exists a cannon of research in the area of mobile text input. Mobile text input systems employ either physical, button–based, input systems (e.g. mini–QWERTY keyboards, phone keypads, Twiddlers, etc.) or software, touchscreen–based systems (e.g. on–screen keyboards or other pen–stroke based systems). This paper focuses on the former. Physical keyboards on mobile phones are continually decreasing in size though the size of the average human hand remains constant. These small form–factor keyboards can be accommodated in two ways: make the keys very small, like on mini–QWERTY keyboards, or remove the one–to– one mapping between keys and characters. Much recent research has focused on the latter approach evaluating existing systems [8, 9, 14], designing and evaluating new systems to increase input rates and accuracies [9, 14, 13], or building models or taxonomies to further explain current practices [10]. Errors have long been considered an important source of insight into understanding a user’s performance of a task. Grudin performed an analysis of error patterns for desktop typing in an attempt to understand how complex motor task skills are organized and developed [6]. Like Grudin, we performed a similar analysis to discover the types of errors that occur in mini–QWERTY typing [2]. Over the entire data set, we found that 40.2% of the users’ errors were substitutions (replaced one letter with another), 33.2% were insertions (added an extra letter), 21.4% were deletions (left out a letter), and 5.2% were transpositions (exchanged the order of two letters). Upon further analysis, we discovered



Date Participants Expertise Sessions Conditions Phrases Typed Keystrokes Typed Total Phrases Typed Total Keystrokes Typed



Original Study Blind Study Fall 2004 Spring 2005 14 8 Novice Expert 20 5 2 6 33,947 8393 1,012,236 249,555 42,340 1,261,791



Table 1. The complete mini-QWERTY data set.



that the greatest number of errors could be classified as“off– by–one” errors.



3 Experimental Data Our data set is the output of two longitudinal studies that investigate mini–QWERTY keyboard use [1, 3] (see Table 1). In the original study [1], we recruited 14 participants who had no prior experience with mini-QWERTY keyboard typing. They were randomly assigned to one of two subject groups. Each group was assigned one of two different keyboard models (see Figure 1). Subjects used the same keyboard throughout the experiment, which consisted of twenty 20–minute typing sessions. The sessions involved subjects typing several trial blocks; each block comprised 10 phrases. The phrases were taken from MacKenzie and Soukoreff’s set of 500 phrases designed for use in text entry studies [11]. The phrases use only lowercase letters and spaces with no punctuation. The canonical set was altered to use American English spellings. The test software prompts the user with a target phrase, displays the text produced by the user, records and displays the words per minute (wpm) and accuracy results for both the previous phrase and the session as a whole. Over the course of the original study, the participants typed 33,945 phrases across all sessions, encompassing over 950,000 individual characters. Participants were compensated proportional to their typing rate and accuracy over the entire session: $0.125 × wpm × accuracy, with a $4 minimum for each twenty minute session. Averaged over both keyboards, participants had a mean first session typing rate of 31.72 wpm. At the end of session twenty (400 minutes of typing) the participants had a mean typing rate of 60.03 wpm. The average accuracy rate for session one was 93.88% and gradually decreased to 91.68% by session twenty. In the blind study [3] (see Table 1) we investigated participants’ ability to input text with limited visual feedback from both the display and the keyboard. When mobile, users must split their attention between the environment and the device with which they are interacting. To simulate this notion of partial attention being paid to the device, we de-



signed a study to investigate typing in conditions of limited visual feedback. Previously we had found that users can effectively type in such “blind” conditions with the Twiddler one–handed keyboard [7]. In the blind study we examined blind typing on mini–QWERTY keyboards in which eight expert mini–QWERTY typists participated in 5 typing sessions. The expert subjects for this study had all previously participated in the original study and used the same keyboard in the blind study that they had learned on earlier. Unlike the original study, each session now consisted of three twenty–minute typing conditions. In the first condition, the “normal” condition, the participant had full visual access to both the keyboard and the display. This condition is the same condition that was used in the original study. In the second condition, “hands blind,” we obstructed view of the keyboard by making the participants type with their hands under a desk. Though they could not see their hands, the participants were able to view the display in the same manner as when typing normal condition. The final “fully blind” condition not only obstructed the view of the keyboard by making the participants type with their hands under the desk but also reduced visual feedback from the display. In this condition the participant could see the phrase to type but not their actual output. Instead, a cursor displayed the participants’ location within the phrase as they typed, but no actual characters were shown until the participant indicated the completion of the phrase by pressing the enter key. At that time, the participant’s output was displayed, and the participant could then re–calibrate the position of her hands on the keyboard if necessary. The 8 participants typed 8,393 phrases across all sessions for a total of 249,555 individual key presses. In contrast to our Twiddler work, we found that in the visually impaired conditions, typing rates and accuracies suffer, never reaching the non–blind rates. Averaged over both keyboards in the blind mini–QWERTY conditions, our participants had a mean first session typing rate of 38.45 wpm. At the end of session five (200 minutes of typing) the participants had a mean typing rate of 45.85 wpm. The average accuracy rate for session one was 79.95% an gradually increased to 85.60% by session five. Combining both studies we collected 42,340 phrases and 1,261,791 key presses. The data set discussed in this paper is available for public use and can be found here: www.cc. gatech.edu/˜jamer/data.



3.1 Sampling the Experimental Data We analyzed the data from all sessions of both data sets and identified each character typed as either correct or as an error. Upon encountering an error in a phrase, the remaining characters of that phrase (characters that occur after the error) were removed and are not included in the analysis. This



Data Set Expert Dell All Targus All Dell Blind Targus Blind Dell



phrases 4,480 16,407 15,657 3,266 3516



key presses 64,482 246,966 272,230 30,187 29873



errors 2,988 8,656 9,748 2,795 3287



obos 1,825 4,983 6,045 2,072 2527



obo % 61.08% 57.56% 62.01% 74.13% 76.88%



Table 2. The sampled data sets used for all training and testing of Automatic Whiteout++.



truncation avoids difficulties in analyzing the user’s editing behavior. More importantly, it avoids errors that may have cascaded due to an artifact of the data collection. Specifically, the test software employed to collect the data highlighted errors as users entered them, similar to the feedback provided by spell checking software. This highlighting potentially distracted the user, increasing her cognitive load and causing her to alter her natural behavior (for example, upon detecting the error, the user had to choose to correct the error or leave it uncorrected). Thus, all characters that occur in a phrase after the initial error are discarded. If the initial error occurs in the first two characters of the phrase the entire phrase is discarded. Additionally, all of the session in which participants entered text in the “normal condition” were removed from the blind study and are not used in our analysis. Sampling our data set reduces the number of phrases and key strokes typed to 30,896 and 449,032 respectively. The sampled set contains 20,879 errors and 13,401 off–by–one errors.



3.2 Data Sets: Dell complete, Dell expert, Targus complete, and blind The experimental data set was further segmented into four sets for training and testing purposes: Dell complete, Dell expert, Targus complete, and blind (see Table 2 for the distribution of data across the various sets). We analyzed the data for all twenty typing sessions for the Dell keyboard (Figure 1 bottom). The complete set of Dell data contain 15,657 phrases, 272,230 key presses, 9,748 errors, and 6,045 off–by–one errors. By the time participants began the 16th typing session in the original study they were considered to be expert typists (their learning curves had flattened). We analyzed the data for the last five typing sessions. This subset of the Dell data contain 4,480 phrases, 64,482 key presses, 2,988 errors, and 1825 off–by–one errors and represents expert usage of a mini–QWERTY keyboard. Of the two keyboards used in the studies, the keys on the Dell keyboard were very small and tightly clustered. Next we analyzed the data for all twenty typing sessions in the original study for the Targus keyboard (Figure 1 top). The complete set of the Targus data contain 16,407 phrases, 246,966 key presses, 8,656 errors, and 4,983 off–by–one



errors. The Targus keyboard is the larger of the two keyboards. The keys are large, spaced further apart, and are more ovoid than the keys on the Dell keyboard. The blind data set is made up of data from both the Dell and the Targus keyboards. Four participants per computer typed in two different blind conditions for five sessions. The blind conditions have been combined to form one set of data (wpm and accuracy performance in the different conditions was not statistically significantly different). This data set comprises 200 minutes of typing from eight different participants, four of whom used Dell keyboards, and four of whom used Targus. The blind set of data contains 6360 phrases, 55,642 key presses, 5874 errors, and 4326 off–by– one errors.



4 Off–By–One Errors Off–by–one errors consist of insertions (key repeats, roll–on, and roll-off errors) and substitutions of letters on the keyboard directly adjacent to the key the user intended to press. Accidental key repeats are insertions where the user unintentionally presses the same key twice (e.g. the user types“catt” when she intended to type “cat”). Many of the remaining insertions are from when the user presses an additional key either immediately to the left or to the right of the intended key, and 92% of these off–by–one insertions are either Roll–On and Roll-Off insertion errors. Roll–On insertions are where the inserted character comes before the intended character (e.g. the user types “cart” when she intended to type “cat”). Roll–Off insertions which occur when the inserted character comes after the intended character (e.g. the user types “catr” when she intended to type “cat”). Finally off–by-one substitution errors occur when the intended character is replaced by the character immediately to the right or left of the intended character (e.g. the user types “cay” or “car” when she intended to type “cat”).



5 Automatic Whiteout++ In our preliminary work (which we call “Automatic Whiteout” [4]), we attempted to detect and correct off–by– one roll–on, roll–off, and key repeat errors in expert mini– QWERTY typing. In Automatic Whiteout++, we also correct off–by–one substitution errors and generalize the system to many different typing conditions. Automatic Whiteout++ incorporates more features than its predecessor (82 vs. 36). Basic features include the keys pressed, the timing information between past and subsequent keystrokes around the letter in question, a letter’s frequency in English, and the physical relationship between keystrokes (whether the keys involved are adjacent horizontally). More complex language context features include bi–letter and tri–letter frequencies. We refer to these features as 1st order and 2nd order contexts, respectively. While Automatic Whiteout++ does not include a dictionary normally, we include letter



probability features based on a dictionary to generate the results in Table 3 for comparison purposes in a later section. To detect off–by–one errors, we use Weka [5] to learn J48 decision trees with metacost to weight strongly against false positives. While the trees can become quite complex, a simplified version for roll–off insertion errors is illustrative. Automatic Whiteout++ first determines if the time between the previous keystroke and the current keystroke is less than a threshold. If so, it determines if the key is adjacent to the previous. Finally, it determines the probability of that key given tri–letter frequencies and discards that key if the probability is too low. Similar trees are learned for detecting the other errors. The final Automatic Whiteout++ system tests each keystroke as a key repeat, roll–on, roll–off, and substitution error in series, stopping the process and correcting the keystroke if any test is positive. Letter frequency, bi–letter frequency, and tri–letter frequency are used to help correct off–by–one substitution errors. When Automatic Whiteout++ determines that a substitution error has happened, it compares the letters to the right and left of the key typed and selects the most probable one. For example, if the user types “t h r” and the system determines that a substitution error has occured, the possible alternatives are “t h t” or “t h e”. Since “the” is the more likely than “tht”, Automatic Whiteout++ replaces the “r” with an “e”.



5.1 Training To compare Automatic Whiteout++ with our preliminary work we repeated the process previously employed in the selection of classifiers. From the expert Dell data in the original study we randomly assigned 10% of the phrases to be an independent test set and declared the remaining 90% to be the training set. We did not examine the independent test set until all features were selected and the tuning of the algorithm was complete. From the training set we iteratively built a series of four training subsets, one for each classifier (roll–on, roll–off, repeats, and substitutions). The training subsets were built by sampling from the larger training set; each subset was designed to include positive examples of each class, a random sampling of negative examples, and a large number of negative examples that previously generated false positives (i.e., likely boundary cases). Due to our desire to avoid incorrectly classifying a correct keystroke as an error, we iteratively constructed these training sets and searched for proper weighting parameters for penalizing false positives until we were satisfied with the classification performance across the training set.



Keyboard Users Sessions



across expert–users train test Dell Dell 6 of 7 7th (leave–1–out) (leave–1– out) Expert Expert (16–20) (16–20)



across expertise train test Dell Dell 6 of 7 7th (leave–1– out) (leave–1– out) All All (1–20) (1–20)



across keyboards train test Dell Targus 7 7 All (1–20)



across visibility train test Dell (original) Targus (blind) 7 4



All (1–20)



All (1–20)



All (1–5)



Table 4. Summary of training and independent test sets for each of our experiments detailing keyboard, users, and sessions.



Level of context No context 1st order 1st + 2nd order 1st + 2nd + dictionary



Roll– On 25.12% 43.03% 64.43%



Roll– Off 73.38% 79.42% 83.00%



Reps



Subs



AW++



6.70% 24.31% 56.91%



3.46% 10.66% 24.24%



25.85% 35.97% 50.32%



65.42%



81.43%



59.89%



23.55%



50.18%



Table 3. The averaged results (% of off–by–one errors corrected) of leave–one–out user training and testing on the expert Dell data set from the original study using different levels of context.



5.2 The Importance of Context Table 3 shows the impact that various amounts of context have on the ability of Automatic Whiteout++ to successfully identify and correct errors in mini–QWERTY keyboard text input. With no context Automatic Whiteout++ is able to identify and correct 25.85% of all off–by–one errors. Being able to examine character pairs, Automatic Whiteout++ is able to identify and correct 35.97% of all off–by– one errors. Three letter context improves the efficacy of Automatic Whiteout++ to over 50% (50.32%). Using a dictionary does not improve the solution as recognition rates drop from 50.32% to 50.18%. This lack of improved performance when using a dictionary is worth noting since Automatic Whiteout++ is equally successful using a dictionary as it is without a dictionary. The ability to implement Automatic Whiteout++ without having to rely on a dictionary enables the solution to be built directly into the firmware of the keyboard rather than being built into the software of the mobile device. As such, the speed performance gained means that the solution has the potential to detect the error and display the correction without interrupting the user. We hypothesize that the ability to detect and correct errors without visually distracting the user (making a correction within milliseconds of the character being displayed on the screen), will enable faster rates of input and generally a better user experience. In the future we plan to test this hypothesis by running a longitudinal user study of Automatic Whiteout++ to gather human performance data.



Error Type



Roll–On Roll–Off Repeats Subs AW++



Avg. corrections (possible) 37(57.4) 53(63.9) 14.7(25.9) 25.4(103.1) 120.9(250.3)



Avg. detected 64.43% 83.00% 56.91% 24.24% 48.29%



Avg. wrong corrections 2.9 2.3 0.6 3.1 8.9



Avg. OBO error reduction 13.36% 19.71% 5.30% 8.50% 46.89%



Table 5. Automatic Whiteout++ across expert users by training and testing on the expert Dell data set. Automatic Whiteout++ performance averaged across seven user–independent tests. On average, users made 260.71 off–by–one errors.



6 The Generalization of Automatic Whiteout++ In the following sections, we demonstrate that Automatic Whiteout++ can successfully generalize across users as well as across different levels of user expertise, different visibility conditions (such as typing while not looking at the keyboard), and different models of keyboards (see Table 4).



6.1 Generalization Across Expert Users Using the expert Dell data set from the original study, we employed “leave–one–out” testing in which we train on data from six of the seven users and test on data from the seventh user. This procedure generates seven combinations of training and test users and yields an approximation of the correction rate Automatic Whiteout++ would achieve when applied to a user whose data is not in the data set. Table 5 shows the results from these tests averaged over the seven users.



6.2 Generalization Across User Expertise Using the Dell data set from the original study we validated the ability of Automatic Whiteout++ to generalize across various levels of user expertise. Again we performed leave–one–out testing. This test yields the rate that Automatic Whiteout++ will detect and correct off–by–one errors at any level of expertise from complete novices (someone who had never used a mini–QWERTY keyboard) to expert mini–QWERTY keyboard typists. Table 6 shows the results from these tests.



Error Type



Roll–On Roll–Off Repeats Subs AW++



Total. corrections (possible) 762(1034) 1092(1234) 485(649) 1120(2888) 3136(5805)



Avg. detected 73.69% 88.49% 74.73% 37.02% 54.02%



Total. wrong corrections 44 38 9 181 272



Avg. OBO error reduction 12.16% 17.46% 7.97% 14.69% 52.20%



Table 6. Automatic Whiteout++ across expertise by employing leave–one–out user testing. Trained and tested across all sessions of the Dell data set, Automatic Whiteout++ performance is averaged across seven user– independent tests.



Error Type



Roll–On Roll–Off Repeats Subs AW++



Total. corrections (possible) 441(666) 635(765) 717(909) 796(2383) 2378(4723)



Avg. detected 66.22% 83.01% 78.88% 32.52% 50.35%



Total. wrong corrections 29 25 9 127 190



Avg. OBO error reduction 8.55% 12.26% 14.33% 13.00% 48.05%



Table 7. Automatic Whiteout++ across different keyboard models. Automatic Whiteout++ was trained on the entire Dell set and was tested on the entire Targus data set from the original experiment.



6.3 Generalization Across Keyboards Using both the entire Dell and Targus data sets from the original study we demonstrate that Automatic Whiteout++ can successfully generalize across different models of mini–QWERTY keyboards. Though all mini–QWERTY keyboards by definition have the same keyboard layout, not all keyboards have the same sized keys or the same inner– key spacings. As such, not all mini–QWERTY keyboards are used in the same manner. Generalizing across different keyboard models demonstrates the applicability of using the Automatic Whiteout++ solution successfully in mobile devices using different models of mini–QWERTY keyboards. Table 7 shows the results from these tests.



6.4 Generalization Across Different Visibility Conditions To generalize across typing in different visibility conditions, we used the entire Dell data set from the original study to train the system and tested on both the Dell and the Targus data sets from the blind study. Testing over the Targus data set is designed to validate the ability of Automatic Whiteout++ to generalize across different typing conditions (in this case, generalizing to different levels of user visibility of the device). In this process of doing this test, we also again demonstrate the ability to generalize to different keyboards as well to users whose data is not in the training set (i.e. this is a user independent test). In addition to performing a user–independent test on the blind Targus data, we also tested on the blind Dell data.



Error Type



Roll–On Roll–Off Repeats Subs AW++ Roll–On Roll–Off Repeats Subs AW++



Total. corrections (possible)



Avg. detected



Total. wrong corrections



Dell 166(252) 65.87% 188(213) 88.26% 43(70) 61.43% 581(1941) 28.75% 881(2476) 35.58% Targus (User Independent) 68(114) 59.65% 138(169) 81.66% 71(92) 77.17% 415(1650) 24.06% 627(2025) 30.96%



Avg. OBO error reduction



18 13 6 37 74



5.90% 6.99% 1.49% 20.63% 34.95%



8 1 1 37 47



2.95% 6.69% 3.38% 17.37% 30.32%



Table 8. Automatic Whiteout++ across different visibility conditions. Automatic Whiteout++ was trained on the entire Dell set and was tested on the blind Dell as well as the blind Targus data sets.



As expected, testing on the blind Dell data performed better than testing on the blind Targus data. In the original experiment there were seven Dell keyboard users. Four of those seven users participated in the blind study. Due to anonymity procedures for human subjects testing, we did not retain the identities of the subjects who continued to the blind study. Thus, we can not do a user–independent test as with our other studies. Instead, training on the entire Dell data set and testing on the blind Dell data set can be considered neither a user–dependent test nor a user–independent test. Rather, what can be understood from this test is the expected maximum performance of a user–independent algorithm when the system was trained on data with full visibility and tested on data with limited visibility. In contrast, the blind Targus experiment provides a minimum accuracy for such a system – certainly a user independent system trained on the same keyboard could be expected to have a higher accuracy than one trained on a different keyboard. Table 8 shows the results from these tests.



7 Discussion In general, Automatic Whiteout++ can correct approximately 25% of the total errors in the data set (1-3% of the keystrokes typed across users, keyboards, and keyboard and screen visibility conditions). The system introduces less than one tenth as many new errors as it corrects. These false positives could be further reduced with tuning, satisfying our initial concern of the system becoming too intrusive to use. These results are surprisingly good, especially given Automatic Whiteout++ uses only tri-letter frequencies instead of dictionaries for error detection and correction. In our preliminary work [4], we did not attempt to correct substitution errors as, at the time, our successful substitution detection rates were relatively low. Table 5 shows an updated view of the performance of the system (using



only expert Dell data to allow direct comparison to our preliminary work) . Correction rates for off–by–one errors increased from 34.63% to 46.89%, resulting in a total error rate reduction of 28.64% instead of 26.41%. Roll-on detection rates improved from 47.56% to 64.43%, but roll-off and key repeat detection rates were similar. The significant jump in performance was due to the correction of substitution errors. While substitution errors remain difficult to detect and correct, we can significanlty improve results if we keep false positives low. Table 3 addresses the dependency of our results on the use of language context. In general, using a dictionary does not improve the results above the use of tri–letter frequencies. However, there is a distinct improvement in results between the use of single letter frequencies and bi–letter frequencies, and the use of bi–letter frequencies and tri– letter frequencies. The only exceptions are the roll–off errors, which have a consistently high detection rate across language contexts. Given our features, this result suggests that detection of roll–off errors are most dependent on key press timings. From a practical perspective, the results in Table 3 suggest that Automatic Whiteout++ could be embedded into a keyboard’s firmware (probability tables of #keys3 would be less than 1 million entries), and higher level dictionaries are not necessary to achieve good results. In our preliminary work, we felt that Automatic Whiteout would only be suitable for expert mini-QWERTY typists. Upon further reflection, we realized the features used by the system could, in fact, be even more discriminative between correct and incorrect keystrokes for less experienced typists. Table 6 confirms this suspicion as the percent errors detected increased in all categories. Note, however, that the percentage of average off–by–one error reduction actually decreased slightly for roll–on and roll–off errors. The proportion of these errors as compared to total off–by– one errors increases as the user gains experience. The results in Table 6 are quite encouraging. Given our subject set (expert desktop keyboard users but novice mini– QWERTY users), Automatic Whiteout++ could have improved their typing accuracies significantly at all stages of their training. This result suggests that Automatic Whiteout++ can assist both novice and expert users of such keyboards. This study involved only seven subjects, leading to a limited leave–one–user–out experiment to simulate the effects of giving an Automatic Whiteout++ keyboard to a new, unknown user. In practice, a keyboard company could train the system on many more users, further improving the error correction rates. Perhaps the strongest result in this study is that Automatic Whiteout++ generalized across keyboards. The system had not been trained on either the Targus keyboard or its users’ typing in this data set. Yet the system still corrected almost half of the off–by–one errors (see Table 7),



corresponding to over a quarter of the total errors made. In practice, a mini–QWERTY keyboard manufacturer would train Automatic Whiteout++ on a variety of keyboards, further improving the generalizability of the system. We would expect the error correction accuracies to increase slightly in such a case. Comparing Table 7 to Table 6 shows that the types of errors detected were similarly successful across both the Dell and Targus keyboards. However, the Targus keyboard had a lower error rate in general and proportionally fewer roll–on and roll–off errors than the Dell keyboard (probably due to the larger keys of the Targus). Key repeat errors were more common on the Targus, resulting in key repeats having a larger effect on the total off–by–one error reduction, while roll–ons and roll–offs had a lesser effect. Automatic Whiteout++ also generalized across visibility conditions as shown in Table 8. In the Targus condition, the system was not trained on the users, the keyboard, or the visibility condition. Yet it still corrected 30% of the off– by–one errors. Arguably, in practice these rates would be higher. A manufacturer would train Automatic Whiteout++ on a representative sample of keyboards and operating conditions in order to best tune the results. Thus, the 22.5% total error corrected in this condition might be considered a low value. Table 9 provides a summary of the results from this study. While all conditions yielded approximately a 25% total error reduction, the percentage of keystrokes corrected ranged between 1% (in the Targus condition) and 3% (in the Dell blind condition). This result is explained by the distribution of errors made in the different conditions. As Targus users gained experience, they made approximately 25% fewer errors as Dell typists. Meanwhile, in the blind conditions, users doubled their error rates on both keyboards. Using these observations and Table 9 as a guide, Automatic Whiteout++ would seem to be most effective on smaller keyboards where device visibility is limited. With consumers buying smaller devices and users’ desire to “multitask” sending mobile e-mail in a variety of social situations, Automatic Whiteout++ seems well suited to assist mini–QWERTY typists. If, as we suspect, error correction is time consuming and errors cascade after the first error is made, Automatic Whiteout++ may not only improve accuracies but also improve text entry rates.



8 Future Work While we are encouraged by our results, many questions remain. Leveraging features of the user’s typing and using Automatic Whiteout++ enables us to detect and correct errors as the user types, often mid–word. As a result, the correction can happen almost transparently to the user, and errors can be fixed before the incorrect character distracts the user. We believe that such automatic keystroke level correction might allow the user to sustain rapid typing speeds since the user will be able to input text without



Test Across Expert Users Across Expertise Across Keyboards Dell Blind Targus Blind



%Off–by–one Errs Corrected 46.89% 52.20% 48.05% 34.95% 30.32%



Total Errs Corrected 28.64% 32.37% 27.66% 26.87% 22.48%



Keystrokes Corrected 1.31% 1.15% 0.96% 2.95% 2.08%



[4] J. Clawson, A. Rudnick, K. Lyons, and T. Starner. Automatic whiteout: Discovery and correction of typographical errors in mobile text input. In MobileHCI ’07: Proceedings of the 9th conference on Humancomputer interaction with mobile devices and services (In Submission), New York, NY, USA, 2007. ACM Press.



Table 9. The results of generalizing Automatic Whiteout++ to different expert users, to users of differing levels of expertise, to different keyboards, across visibility conditions and across visibility conditions and keyboards.



[5] S. R. Garner. Weka: The waikato environment for knowledge analysis. In Proceedings of the New Zealand Computer Science Research Students Conference, pages 57–64, 1995.



being distracted by errors. We are very interested in conducting user evaluations to assess individuals’ reaction to the system and to collect mini–QWERTY typing speeds and accuracies both with and without the use of the Automatic Whiteout++ correction system. A study that gathers live data will allow us to determine the effect, and noticeability, of the system on users. Do users notice the automatic corrections, or false positives in correction? Furthermore it would be very interesting to explore how much the users depend on the Automatic Whiteout++ features as they learn and become expert typists.



[6] J. Grudin. Cognitive aspects of skilled typewriting, chapter Error Patterns in novice and skilled transcription typing, pages 121–143. Springer–Verlag, New York, 1983.



9 Conclusion We have shown that Automatic Whiteout++ can detect and correct approximately a quarter of the typing errors from a longitudinal study of two mini–QWERTY keyboards across a variety of contexts. For the database we used, tri–letter frequencies were sufficient for the system to detect and correct errors, allowing the system to avoid using a dictionary for disambiguation (and thus avoid out–of– dictionary errors). Future work will investigate the system’s effect on the learnability of a keyboard as well as its impact on typing speeds and accuracy.
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